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The best way to fight
AIDS by a long shot
It was controversial when introduced and remains so But the impact of
programmes under the HIV AIDS harm reduction approach has been positive
write CHOK SUAT LING and ANNIE FREEDA CRUEZ
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to get them and we had to pay a
street doctor 50 sen to use his
needles
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evitably have also been used by
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But things are different now
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nical assistant
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There are now only seven
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has been on the

The government is strongly

ly being hammered out in time
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They now have many success

Shaving our heads and
making us march under the
blistering sun only make us
more determined to go back to
our old ways
But while progress has been
encouraging there continues
to be a mixed bag of obstacles
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what is being done
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however
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The police and Rela have
promised to speak to then per
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